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1 
In a paper published in this journal (81 Mr. K. D. Schmidt claims that the 
proof appearing in my paper [4] is incorrect. The purpose of the present note 
is to indicate that Mr. Schmidt’s claim is false. Since Mr. Schmidt has 
insisted on this claim elsewhere (cf. [ 71) and since this claim has found its 
way into other literature (cf. p. 431 of [2], which is a revised English version 
of Professor Bauer’s excellent text in German, “Warscheinlichkeitstheorie 
und Grundziige der Masstheorie,” de Gruyter, Berlin, 1968) it has seemed 
necessary to me to clarify the situation. I take the occasion also to indicate 
that my proof in [4] is not only absolutely correct but is a more general 
version of the convergence of sequences of random variables which are now 
called “amarts” by most authors on the subject. It must be pointed out, 
however, that at the time of the writing of [4], the terminology “amarts” (or 
asymptotic martingales) did not exist. The first published paper on (real 
valued) “amarts” is [I] and a detailed development (both in the real and in 
the vector valued case) is due to the work of several mathematicians 
(amongst whom Baxter, Bellow, Chacon, Edgar, and Sucheston must be 
specially mentioned-the list being far from exhaustive) published during 
1974-1980. Thus my paper [4] predates these developments by several 
years. I may further point out here that my subsequent paper [5] also 
anticipated a convergence theorem for Banach space valued “amarts” of a 
certain type (introduced as “uniform amarts” by Bellow in [3]) assuming 
that the Banach space possessed RNP (the Radon-Nikodym property). 
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Questions of priority are generally tricky, very often dull, and, according 
to most mathematicians (except perhaps those actually involved in the 
question), of little interest. I hope that the preceding lines will not be inter- 
preted as any claim for priority on my side. The line of development 
followed in [4] is directly inspired by the well-known papers of Andersen 
and Jessen and the all-pervasive influence of Doob’s famous monograph is 
explicitly ackowledged in the Introduction to [4]. Further sources which 
influenced [4] are mentioned in the references and remarks of the latter. 
Without going into any elaborate discussion of all related papers preceding 
and succeeding 141, I should like to draw the attention of readers to a later 
paper of Lamb ]6] which contains a result even more general than mine (see 
below) in [4] in the real valued case. A fuller discussion of these and related 
matters will appear in the proceedings of the forthcoming “Measure 
Theory”-Tagung in Oberwolfach (D. Kolzow and D. Maharam-Stone, 
Eds.). 
To explain the issue in question let us introduce the following notation: Q 
will be a fixed abstract set, E a Banach space (over IR or C). If d is any 
algebra (field) of sets in R let M(H’, E) denote the vector space of (finitely 
additive) E-valued set functions ,u: & -+ E of bounded variation. If E = R or 
C we shall write M(d) for M(IPP, iR or C); in this case, it is well known that 
,U is of bounded variation if and only if sup{(&4)( : A E &} < co. In any 
case, define 
]p \(A) = s;p 
1 
Y- ]],&4j)]]: Aj E &, Ais disjoint, A = fi Aj( ; 
,T* j=l 
then 1~1 I : &’ + [O, co [ will be additive. We shall write ],u ] E M, (&‘). Let dn, 
n = 1) 2, 3 )...) be a sequence of algebras of subsets of B and let &’ = U ,“= 1 
dn; clearly, XZ’ is also an algebra. If 2: & + [0, co[ is any countably 
additive non-negative finite set function defined on & and pu, E M(JiP,, E) 
then it is well known that if E has RNP. then 
where & E M(&“, E), &, is A-singular, and f, is strongly A-integrable (and 
strongly measurable with respect to gn, the u-algebra generated by zi$). We 
shall writef, = D,p,. If ,U is any set function whose domain contains d” we 
shall write (,u Id’,) for the restriction of y to d”. We now state the main 
theorem in question: 
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THEOREM. Let E be a Banach space with RNP and let ST?’ = U ,“=, dn, 
Jn being an increasing sequence of algebras in an abstract set f2. Let 
,uu, E M(&‘“, E) and let 2: & + [0, 03 [ be afixed countably additive measure. 
Suppose that 
(9 lim,,, ,u,(A) = ,u(Aj) exists for all A in s?’ and ,u E M(Jd, E); 
(ii) there are V, E M+(J&) such that 
101,+1l4n)-PnI G vrl, (vn+,l4)~ “n 
and v&I) + 0. Then D,,u,, -+ D,,u (a.e.) - 2. 
For E = IR or C, the theorem is given in [4]; the general case is in [5]. 
The proof in the general case is the same as that in [4] for E = IR or C and 
uses the following elementary lemma concerning the v~‘s: if A, E J$, 
M < n < N, A,‘s disjoint, then 
n=M 
It is this inequality that is erroneously contested by Mr. Schmidt. Let me 
therefore indicate its straightforward proof using the standard arguments of 
semi-martingale theory. Let us denote by B’ the complement of B in 0, i.e., 
B’ = n\B, and let us suppose, without loss of generality, that 52 = Uf=,, A,. 
Write, for M & n <N, B, = G\Ui”,, Aj = n;=,, Aj ; clearly B, E dn, and 
for n <N, B,=UjN_,+IAj=A,+lUB,+l with B,=0. Now 
. . . (by induction) 
> $ v,(AJ+v,+,(B,)= f: v,@,) 
n=M EM 
which is exactly (*). Unfortunately, this simple (and standard) reasoning 
was omitted in [4] (and in [5]) thus causing the ensuing confusion and 
necessitating the present paper which would have been otherwise superfluous. 
It is curious to note that actually this very lemma would seem to be 
necessary in Schmidt’s own .paper [8] if he is to justify (which he does not) 
his own casual remark [8, p. 611 that “each Doob-potential is in particular a 
potential.” Further, it is clear that his proofs of his main convergence results 
(Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1) are isomorphic to those in my paper [4]. 
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Let us now suppose that in the above theorem pu,(A) = J’, f, dA; then 
~f”dxl,>I (J& = a-algebra generated by s&) is exactly what Bellow has 
called (E-valued) “uniform amarts” in [3]. The proof of this is easy and is 
deferred to the report already mentioned. If E = R or 6, the notion of 
“uniform amarts” coincides with that of “amarts.” The proof that in this 
case (E = R or C) the f,‘s form an “amart” is immediate; a proof using 
standard methods is given in [8]. Actually, conversely if p,,(A) = I, f, dA 
and the f,‘s form an uniform amart then the ,u,‘s satisfy the conditions of the 
above theorem. Thus except for the slight generality involved in considering 
only finitely additive set functions p,,, the above theorem is in every way 
equivalent to Bellow’s uniform amart Convergence theorem in [3]-the point 
being that the I-singular part PU:, of p,, plays no role in the convergence of 
D,p,. One advantage of the statement of the theorem above is that it iden- 
tifies the limit function as D,,u. 
Actually the proof given in [4] works also if I is suitably o-finite (this is 
really trivial) and if A itself is supposed to be only finitely additive. The 
details of the latter formulation are in [4]. It would be clear to any reader 
informed (even mildly) of standard probability theory that the relation (*) is 
the obvious analogue in terms of set functions of a well-known fact 
concerning supermartingales “stopped at a stopping time” and that the 
disjoint sets A, appearing there obviously define a stopping time relative to 
the algebras d,. It would further be obvious how to define “sub-,” “super-,” 
“quasi’‘-martingales as well as “amarts” and other similar objects in terms of 
set functions. Whether all this is worth pursuing further is a matter of taste 
and would depend on the quality or usefulness of the results obtained. 
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